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Introduction. This paper studies and characterizes the Cech and singular

methods of extending a set-valued functor from a category of triangulable pairs and

homotopy classes of maps to a set-valued functor defined on more general topo-

logical pairs and homotopy classes of maps. Many new contravariant functors

such as those in [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [12], [15], have been introduced into algebraic

topology. Their study has been responsible for much of the progress in the subject

during recent years. They have been most successfully treated on a category

of CW complexes. It is natural to ask how one may extend these functors

to a larger class of spaces, and to what extent does an extended functor possess

properties similar to those enjoyed by the original functor defined on the smaller

category. Furthermore, one should compare the possible extensions to determine

if some have easily recognized properties which distinguish them from other

possible extensions.

In classical cohomology theory, there are two standard methods, namely, those

that yield the singular theory and the Cech theory. Both theories are defined on the

largest class of spaces and yet satisfy all seven axioms postulated by Eilenberg and

Steenrod [7]. For general spaces it often seems that the Cech theory is more

preferable, whereas for homology, the singular theory is usually the only satis-

factory one. (We feel that Theorem 2 and Appendix 1 partly "explain" this

phenomenon and indicate that a similar statement may be applicable to generalized

homology and cohomology theories.)

Let ^ be a category of topological pairs and continuous maps, and let Jf be a

full subcategory of ^ whose objects are triangulable pairs such that each open

covering of a pair in <€ has a refinement whose nerve is a pair in Jf. We call the

pair (#, Jf) a Cech extension category (see §1 for a more precise statement).

Given a set-valued (contravariant) functor F on ctf, satisfying the homotopy axiom,

we define the Cech functor F on <€, extending F. The bulk of this paper is devoted to

examining which properties of the classical Cech cohomology theory are still valid

for generalized Cech cohomology theories, and how F, as an extension of

F, compares with other possible extensions. Many of the arguments, given by
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Eilenberg and Steenrod [7], for proofs of the axioms for the classical Cech coho-

mology theory carry over to our general Cech functor with little change.

The organization and an outline of our results are as follows: In §1, after setting

up notation, we prove that F satisfies the homotopy axiom, (Theorem 1). At this

point we could pass to a category in which morphisms are homotopy classes of

continuous maps instead of just continuous maps, but we found no essential

advantage, and hence left the categories unaltered. In §§2 through 4, we require

that the objects of <€ are paracompact Hausdorff pairs {X, A) with A closed in X.

In §2, we define a natural transformation 6: £-> Fon # where Pis also defined on

^ by assumption, that is, the initial F, defined on Ct, is assumed to have been

extended over <ë. Let F be homotopy representable by a topological pair (£, £').

Theorem 2 implies that 0: £-> Pis an equivalence on ^ if and only if (£, £') has

the homotopy type of a CW-oz.iT. This follows essentially from Theorem 1 and the

definitions, thus differing from the conventional approach using the concept of

"bridge maps" (Spanier [13], Hu [9], Barratt [3]). This theorem is used in §3 to

prove Theorem 3 which implies that the natural transformation 6: £-> F is

equivalent (in some sense) to the canonical map: i\SE\, |5£'|) -> (£, £') where the

domain pair is the geometric realization of the singular complex pair over (£, £')• In

§4, we study the continuity axiom for £, and prove Theorem 5 asserting that F is

always weakly continuous. This seems to be the most general result known in this

direction. This is used to prove that on certain categories 6: £-> Pis an equivalence

if and only if £ is also weakly continuous (Theorems 4 and 5), where £ is assumed

to have been defined on the category. In the last sections, we comment on the

exactness axiom, excision axiom, and contravariant functors defined on a category

in which objects are single spaces with base points.

In Appendix 1 we abstract the content of some of the paper and study the

concept of a maximal and minimal extension of a contravariant or covariant set-

valued functor. In this context the Cech extension of a contravariant (respectively,

covariant) functor and the singular extension of a covariant (respectively, contra-

variant) functor are examples of unique maximal (respectively, minimal) extensions.

The abstract form of Theorem 2 gives conditions for a representable extension to

be equivalent to a maximal extension. Several topological applications, different

from those treated in the text proper, are mentioned.

In Appendix 2 we formulate into a theorem the unique extendability of a

functor (covariant or contravariant) defined on a subcategory #0 of a category <€,

to a functor on the subcategory, @i$0), of those objects in <€ dominated by objects

in^o-

Although our individual theorems, corollaries, and topological applications are

new, at least stronger than the known ones to various degrees, our emphasis is not

one or two main theorems, but all our results are produced here to answer the

original questions stated in the first paragraph of this introduction. We intend to

publish in the near future other aspects of generalized (singular) homology and
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(Cech) cohomology theories (for general spaces) including a Cartan-Leray type of

spectral sequence of a map for homology and cohomology.

In the present paper, there is a small overlap with independent and unpublished

results of A. Dold. In particular, he has also identified maximal extensions with the

Cech extension and obtained the implication (iii) => (ii) of Theorem 2.

1. Extension of contravariant functors by the Cech method.

1.1. Recall from Eilenberg-Steenrod [7, Chapter IX] the definitions of the family

of coverings, Cov (X, A) of any topological pair (X, A) and the nerve, (Xa, Aa) of

a e Cov (X, A). We shall use the same notation (Xa, Aa) for its geometric realization

(\Xa\, \Aa\) with the weak topology. If ctf is a family of triangulable pairs, we shall

denote by Cov-*' (X, A) the family of all a e Cov (X, A) such that (Xa, Aa) e Jf.

Consider a pair (#, ¿f) consisting of a category ^ of topological pairs and con-

tinuous maps between such pairs, and a full subcategory Jf of *€ whose objects are

triangulable pairs. The pair (#, Jf) is called a Cech extension category ifCovjr(X,A)

is cofinal in Cov (X, A) for each pair (X, A) e <£. For practical purposes, we shall

further require that ¿f and <6 are admissible categories for homology theory in the

sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [7, Chapter I], and that if (Ku LJ is a subcomplex pair

of a triangulable pair (K, L)eJf then (Ku Lx) e Cf. Here again we identify a

simplicial pair with its geometric realization. We shall in what follows continue

to do this.

Some useful examples are :

Çëc, Jff) where %<. = {compact Hausdorff pairs and maps}, and Jff = {finitely

triangulable pairs and maps},

(#5m, •#!/) where #sm={separable metric pairs, and maps}, and Jt¡f={countable

locally finitely triangulable pairs, and maps},

Ç£fd, ¿ffd) where ^/(¡={paracompact Hausdorff finite dimensional pairs, and

maps}, and ¿ffd={finite dimensional triangulable pairs, and maps},

C^i) JQ where ^x = {topological pairs and maps}, and Jf^ — {triangulable pairs

and maps},

C¡fp, ¿t]) where ^p={closed paracompact Hausdorff pairs, and maps} and Jfx is

the same as above. (X, A) e ^p is a closed pair if A is a closed subset of X.

1.2. Let ^ denote a category of topological pairs and continuous maps, and let Sf

denote the category of sets and set-maps. Let F: *€ -»■ if be a contravariant functor.

F is said to satisfy the homotopy axiom if/and g are maps in # which are homo-

topic to each other, f^g by notation, then F(f) = F(g).

Let C^, ûf) be a Cech extension category and let F: ûf -*■ SP be a contravariant

functor satisfying the homotopy axiom. We shall define the associated Cech

functor F: # ->• £f such that F\ûf is equivalent to F. (Once this has been done, one

can easily modify the definition of F so that the resulting functor is strictly equal

to F when restricted to Of. This was pointed out to us by J. Schafer.) In order to

avoid unnecessary complication, we shall be only concerned with F, and regard
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this as an extension of £. To define F, let {X, A) e <€. For each a e Cov-*' (Y, A),

FiXa, Aa) is well defined. If a and ß e Cov-*" iX, A), and if ß refines a (j3> a by

notation) then there is a map irttB : {Xß, Ae) -*■ {Xa, Aa) called a projection map

induced by the refining relation " > ". Since any two projection maps are necessarily

homotopic, the map Fitraß): £(Ya, Aa) -*• F{Xß, Aß) does not depend on the choice

of projection map, and hence Fßaß) is uniquely defined by the refining relation

ß> a. It follows that the family of sets FiXa, Aa), for a e Covx ( Y, A), and maps

£(watf) form a direct system. We define

£(Y, A) = Dir Lim {£(X„ Aa); Pfo,)}

where the direct limit is taken over the direct system just described. To complete

the definition of £, we must define £ on maps. Let/: ( X, A)-+iY, B) be in '€. For

any a e Cov-*' {Y, B), a'=/-1(a) e Cov-*' (Y, A) because (Ya-, Aa) is a subcomplex

pair of ( Ya, Ba) and hence belongs to Jf by the definition of X. Thus, the inclusion

map ia: (Yœ,, Aa.) -* {Ya, Ba) is in $f. In particular, £(/„) is defined. Furthermore,

the map: Cov-*' ( Y, B) -* Cov-*" ( Y, /I) induced by /preserves the refining relation,

and hence we may define the map £(/) : £( Y, B) -*> /( Y, ^) by passing to the limit.

More details may be obtained by modifying the contents of §§2, 3 and 4 of [7, IX].

This completes the definition of the contravariant functor P: <£ -*■ ¡f called the

Cech extension of the contravariant functor £: Jf -*■ ¡f. The word "extension"

will be justified in the next section. We shall first prove

Theorem. 1. P satisfies the homotopy axiom.

This is proved for the ordinary Cech cohomology theory in [7]. To prove it in

the general case as stated above, one needs only follow the same argument with

slight alterations at some steps. We shall indicate these alterations and leave the

details to the reader.

First, take Lemmas 5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 of [7, pp. 240-242], and alter the

statements of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.7 by replacing the word " acyclic " by " contractible".

The proofs of these altered statements are similar to the original ones. Also,

change in Lemma 5.8 the assertion to read "/ is homotopic to u". The altered part

of this proof is as follows : For each simplex s of the nerve Xa (considered as a

simplicial complex), let C(i) be the subcomplex of (Ix/), consisting of all the

simplices whose vertices have the form (r, /') where v is a vertex of j. The simplex s is

the nerve of a covering a of a subset X' of X and C{s) is contractible, by the

alteration of Lemma 5.7 of [7]. If j'is a face of j then C{s')<^C{s); and if j is in Aa-

then Cis) is in {A xl)y. Note that /(t?) = (y, 0) and «(«)=(», n") for any vertex v of

Xa. Define a homotopy k: (Y„ x /) -> (Yx I)y by an induction on the skeleta of Xa

such that kisnxI)<=-Cisn) for each n-simplex sn of Xa with k0 = l and &i = h. The

remainder of the argument is the same as that given on p. 243 of [7]. Note in

carrying out this argument there arises a small difficulty from the fact that the
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nerve of a stacked covering of Xx I may fail to be an object in cf. However, the

conditions defining the Cech extension category ($?, cf) enable one to get around

this minor difficulty.

1.4. Remarks. 1. We may obtain analogous results for covariant functors

with the same argument.

2. Recall the notation (#C) cf¡) in 1.1. It is possible to define a Cech extension of

a (either covariant or contravariant) functor F: Cf{ -» Sf having the property that

if/ g: (X, A)->(Y, B) are maps in cff which are contiguous with respect to some

triangulations of the pairs then F(f)=F(g). In proving that the resulting Cech

extension F satisfies the homotopy axiom, one needs only replace "acyclic" by

"collapsible" instead of "contractible".

3. Denote by Sfx the category of contravariant functors : Cf -*• Sf satisfying the

homotopy axiom as objects and natural transformations between such functors as

morphisms. Similarly for St*. These categories are not "legitimate" since the

natural transformations from one functor into another may not form a set. For

each F e Sfx, f e St* since F also satisfies the homotopy axiom by Theorem 1.

Write Cech (F) = / for each Fe Sfx. If t: F-^ G is a morphism in if* then

Cech (r) = f : ¿-* ö is well defined in the obvious manner. It is easy to check that

we have a (covariant) functor Cech : Sfx -> St**. We have another covariant

functor Res: y*-> Sfx defined by restriction. It will follow from 2.2 that the

composite functor Res o Cech is equivalent to the identity functor on Sfx.

2. Comparison of the Cech extension with an arbitrary extension.

2.1. Let Çtf, JT) be a Cech extension category as defined in §1. Note that (Cf, Cf)

is also a Cech extension category. We shall assume in this section that the objects of

& are paracompact Hausdorff closed pairs. (By a closed pair (X, A), we mean A is

a closed subspace of X in which case Cov (X, A) needs only be singly indexed

[7, p. 249].) Let F: % -*• Sf be a contravariant functor satisfying the homotopy

axiom, and let F: <€ -> Sf be the Cech extension of F\cf. We shall define a natural

transformation 0: f-+ F.

Let (X, A)e(€ and a e Cov (X, A). If a is locally finite then there is a continuous

map <pa : (X, A) -*■ (Xa, Aa) called a barycentric (or canonical) map. To be more

specific, let {A¡ | i e Va} be a partition of unity subordinated to a. Then <p(x) is

defined to be the point of the simplicial complex Xa with the barycentric coordinate

{Xt(x) | /' £ Va}. For a e Cov (X, A), a not necessarily locally finite, we find a

locally finite ß,ß>a, and simply define <pa = -rrae(pß. It is easy to prove that these maps

are well defined up to homotopy. As a consequence of this, we get a well-defined

map 0xy. P(X, A) -* F(X, A) by {£(?„) | a e Cov*" (X, A)}.

We have already observed that if Cf is an admissible category of triangulable

pairs, then (Cf, cf) is a Cech extension category. The next proposition states, in

particular, that if F: Cf ^> Sf is as in §1, then ¿is an "extension" of ¿and that 0

is the natural transformation which induces this extension.
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2.2. Proposition. 6 is a natural transformation. Furthermore, 0\Jf is an equivalence

representing P as an extension of F\Jf.

Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 1 and the definitions. It is

easily checked. To prove the next assertion, let (Y, A) be a pair in JT and consider

the commutative diagram

iXa,Aa)<^^-i\K\,\L\)

1   S "ai 1

iXß,Aß)<--i\K'\,\L'\)
9ß = 1

where iK, L) is a triangulation of (Y, A) and (AT', L') is a subdivision (not necessarily

barycentric) of (A', L), and a (resp., ß) is the open covering consisting of open stars

of the vertices of K (resp., K'). Note that (AT, L) and hence (AT', L') may not be

locally finite, but the identity maps <pa and <pß are clearly continuous and are

homotopic to barycentric maps. We can obtain a cofinal family of such coverings

of (Y, A). We have already observed that if y e Cov (Y, A) and y>a then tray(py

= <pa. The assertion now follows.

For each a e Cov-*' (Y, A), each element aa e £(Ya, /Q represents a unique

element a=paiaa) e P{X, A). Here the pa are those maps representing £(Y, /i) as

the direct limit of the £(Xa, Aa), a e Cov-*" (Y, A).

Corollary. IfiX, A)=i\K\, \L\) e Of and a is the covering by open stars of the

vertices of K then the following maps are inverses to each other:

PiX,A)^±FiXa,Aa).
Pa

We remark that if we make the natural identification of the triangulable pair

with the geometric realization of the nerve of the covering formed by the open stars

of the vertices of a triangulation of (Y, A), then 0x,a is the identity map. Further-

more, in terms of these identifications, £(/)=£(/), for/: (Y, A) -> (F, B), where

iX, A) and iY,B)e jr.

2.3. Remark. 8 is defined for each Fe y* so that 6F:P-+F is a natural

transformation. In fact, such assignment 6: £->- 6F is natural with respect to

morphisms in Sfx in the sense that if t. £->- G is a morphism in Sf* then we have

the commutative diagram
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2.4. Lemma. If aae F(Xa, Aa) represents ä e F(X, A) where a e Cov-*' (X, A)

then

Proof. Denote by the same a the covering of (Xa, Aa) by open stars of the

vertices of Xa, and by the same (X„, Aa) its nerve. Consider the diagram

(X,A)-^(Xa,Aa)

¥V <Pa =  1

la

(Xa>, Aa>) > (Xa, Aa)

where a'=q>~ \a) and /„ is the inclusion map. Since a refines a, ia is a projection

map 7Taa.. Hence, in the induced diagram

F(ia)
F(Xtt.,Aa.)^-!~F(Xa,Aa)

Pa-

F(X,A)J^-F(Xa,Ax),

we get pa =Pa'F(ia) where the maps pa, pa. were defined in 2.2. We now need only

show that the diagram commutes, but this follows from the definition of ¿(?>a) and

the corollary in 2.2.

2.5. Let ¿i and ¿2:#'-> Sf be contravariant functors. Assume that F2 is

homotopy-representable by a pair (¿, ¿') etf, i.e., ¿2 is equivalent to the functor

[ ; ¿, £'], the homotopy classes of the maps of pairs of <€ into (¿, ¿'). For

simplicity, let F2 = [ ; E, £']. Given any ae ¿î(£, ¿') there is a natural trans-

formation i/ia: ¿2 -* ¿i defined by të,A(f)=F1(f)(a) for fe F2(X, A). In fact, every

natural transformation from ¿2 to ¿x is obtained this way.

Lemma. Suppose that there is a natural transformation 0: ¿i -»■ ¿2 and an element

eeFx(E,E') with eEiE.(e)^\:(E, E')^-(E, E'). Then, there exists a natural

transformation ifi: F2->F1 such that 0<¡>=l, the identity transformation of F2 onto

itself.

Proof. Simply let 1/1=1/1°.

2.6. Preserving the notation of 2.1, assume further that F is homotopy-

representable by (¿, ¿') £ # and that for some e e F(E, E'), 0E¡E,(e)^\.

Lemma. For à e F(X, A) andaa e F(Xa, Aa) representing ä, where a. e Cov-*' (X, A)

we have

F(9aWxa,Att(aa) = ä.

In particular, ifieXiA is a bijection.
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Proof. Note 0Xa.Aaiaa) = <l'xei.Attiaa) by 2.2 and 2.5. By substituting in 2.4, we

obtain the desired formula above. Because 6</i=l, by 2.5, i/>XtA is injective. Since

a=PÍ9Mxa,Aaiaa) = <l>x,AFi<pa)iaa), fx,A is also surjective.

2.7. Let (#, jsf) be as in 2.1 where the objects of ft are by assumption para-

compact Hausdorff closed pairs, and let £: <€ -*■ «S" be a contravariant functor

which is homotopy-representable by (£, £') e #.

Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:

(i) Pnere exista e e PiE, £') iwcn that 0E¡E,{e) = 1 : (£, £') -> (£, £').

(ii) 0 is a natural equivalence.

(hi) (£, £') is dominated by a pair in X.

(iv) (£, £') nai /ne homotopy type of a triangulable pair inot necessarily in &).

(v) £ is also homotopy-representable by (£, £').

Proof, (i) o (ii), follows from 2.6.

(ii) => (iii). Let e,ee PiE, £'), be such that 0E>E.(e) = 1 6 £(£, £')• Let ea, ea e

F{Xa, Aa), represent e where a e Cov-*" (Y, A). By 2.6, e=£(<pa)öi"o1Ei(ea), and

hence öB>E.(e)=£(9a)(ea)= 1. That is, there are maps

iEa,E'a)^=*iE,E')
Va

such that ea ° cp„ £ 1. Thus (£, £') is dominated by the triangulable pair (£„, £¿)eJf;

(iii) => (iv). Since (£, £') is dominated by a pair (£a, £¿) e Jr^ (£, £') has the

homotopy type of a triangulable pair by a well known result of J. H. C. Whitehead.

(iii) => ii). Let (Y, A) e X and / g be maps, /: (Y, A) -* (£, £'), g: (£, £')

->-(Y, ^4), such that/°g^l£>B'. Let [/] denote the homotopy class of/and set

e=P{g)0x,1A[f), e e £(£, £'). Now

M<) = W(s)*iiL/l = *"(*)[/! = [/"•*] = U.r.

(iv) => (iii). The triangulable pair (A", L) clearly dominates (£, £') if (A", L) and

(£, £') have the same homotopy type. However, (AT, £) may not be a pair in 2f. To

remedy this, consider the functor [ ; £, £'] defined on #p. It can be regarded as

an extension of the same functor restricted to Xx. The hypothesis of (iii) is satisfied

for the Cech extension category (#p, ¿Q and the homotopy-representable functor

[ ; E, £']. Thus the argument of (ii) => (iii) shows that (£, £') is dominated by a

nerve (£a, E'a) of some covering a e Cov*î (£, £'). Since (£, £') e #, choose a

covering ft 0 e Cov-*' (£, £'), and 0> a. If the domination of (£, £') by (£a, £¿) is

given by, (£, £') ^ (£a, £¿) ííl*. (£, £'), as in (ii) => (iii), then the composition,

(£, £') ft». (£„, £¿) í'°"" > (£, £'), yields a domination of (£, £') by the nerve

(£„£;), ß e Cov*- (£,£').

(v) o (ii). This is clear, whereby we complete the proof.
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2.8. Corollary (Spanier [14], Hu [9], Barratt [3]). Let ($, cf) be a Cech

extension category and (E, E') be a pair in <€ having the homotopy type of some

CW-pair. Then, for any (X, A) e V,

Dir Lim [Xa, Aa; E, ¿'] ¿ [X, A; E, £'].
aeCovX(X,A)

This result is more general than the corresponding results in [3], [9], and [14], in

that no restrictions on the CW-pair or on (X, A)e(€ are imposed.

To illustrate this corollary, we mention (1) the representability of the ordinary

Cech cohomology functor Hn(X, A;G)by (K(G, ri), pt) on #p where G is an abelian

group, that is, Hn(X, A;G)x[X, A; K(G,ri),pt] (also proved by Huber in [10]

but with mild restrictions either on G or (X, A)), and similarly (2) if(X, A) e <£„ has

relative covering dimension á«, then Hn(X, A;Z)x[X, A; Sn,pt].

2.9. Remark. We describe here very briefly another method of proving the

Corollary in 2.8 following the classical techniques as used in [3], [9] and [14] where

(£, £') is assumed to be triangulated. Using the triangulation, one defines a so-

called bridge map fa: (Xa, Aa) -»• (£, £') for a given map/: (X, A) -* (£, £') such

that/, -<pa=f where ¡p„ is a barycentric map. It is not difficult to prove that the map

0 is onto. The difficult part is to prove that 0 is injective. For this one needs to

construct homotopic bridge maps/a^ga for homotopic maps/^g.

3. The representability of the Cech extension. In practice, it often occurs that a

contravariant functor: cf -+ Sf is homotopy representable by an object which is

not in cf or any of the categories # associated with cf. For example, the Grothen-

dieck group of complex vector bundles over finite dimensional paracompact

Hausdorff spaces is homotopy represented by ZxBv but the classifying space Ba

is not finite dimensional. Thus Theorem 2 does not apply as (i) and (ii) have no

meaning.

The following three examples are relevant to this discussion.

3.1. Let F be the functor [ ; Rn, Rn—{0}] where Rn denotes euclidean «-space.

When restricted to cf,, F is also equivalent to the functor [ ; Dn, Dn] where Dn is

the closed «-disk and Dn its boundary sphere. The associated Cech functor on

^c, F, is therefore homotopy-represented by (Dn, Dn). The natural transformation

0: F->F is an equivalence on &,.. Of course, (Rn, Rn — {0}) does not have the

homotopy type of a C IP-pair.

3.2. For each triangulable space X, define ¿(Jf)=the inverse limit of H2(Xa; Z)

where Xa runs through the set of all compact triangulable subspaces of X. This

functor F is homotopy represented by K(Z, 2) on cf, but not homotopy representable

by any space on the category of locally finite triangulable spaces.

3.3. Let (¿, ¿') be the pair consisting of the "Warsaw circle" E and a base

point ¿' = {*} where E is the set of all points (x,y)eR2 satisfying j>=sin l/x,

0<*g2/7r, or -3/2gy<l, x=0 or 2/rr, or y=-3/2, 0 = xg2/7r, and *=(0,1).

Then the functor ¿= [   ; ¿, ¿'] is equivalent on cf, to the functor [   ;pt,pt\. It
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follows from 3.6 below that on fé^, £is also homotopy representable by ipt,pt).

The natural transformation 0 is, of course, not an equivalence on fé^, for example,

£(£, £') is infinitely generated whereas £(£, £') is a single element.

3.4. Let £= [ ; £, £'] defined on #„ where (£, £') is any topological pair. Let

/: iK, L) -*■ (£, £') be a map where iK, L) has the homotopy type of a triangulable

pair such that all three maps,//|A",/|Z, are singular homotopy equivalences. Such

iK, L) and / always exist by taking, for example, the geometric realization

i\SE\, |S£'|) of the singular complex pairs. Let G= [ ; K,L] and f#: G -* £ be

the induced natural transformation. Since the Cech process is natural, we have the

commutative diagram

Ö-^UP
0G Op

of functors and natural transformations. By generalizing [13, 7.6.23, p. 405] to

pairs and passing to the direct limit, we see that f# is an equivalence. Theorem 2,

on the other hand, implies that 0G is an equivalence. In this sense, f# is equivalent to

0 :£->£. In particular, 0F is an equivalence if and only iff# is an equivalence on ^p.

3.5. Let ($, X) be a Cech extension category as in 2.1, and let £: X -*■ Sf be a

contravariant functor homotopy representable by a topological pair (£, £') not

necessarily in (€. Extend F to Pon #. With the aid of G and G of 3.4, one deduces

Theorem 3. £ is homotopy representable on & by a triangulable pair iK, L)

having the homotopy type of (|S£|, |<S£'|). Furthermore, if F was already the

restriction of a functor, also denoted by F, on <€ and homotopy representable on *€ by

(£, £'), then the natural transformation 0: £—> £ is equivalent to the natural trans-

formation f# : I ; K, L] -*■ [ ; E, £'] where f: iK, L) -»> (£, £') is a singular

homotopy equivalence.

4. The continuity of the Cech functor.

4.1. Tentatively, let ^ be a fixed but unspecified category of topological pairs

and continuous maps. Objects will always be taken from c€.

Let {{Xm, Am),fn¡m} be an inverse system where each (Ym, Am) are subspaces of a

fixed space Y, and/nm {n>m) is the inclusion map: (Ym, Am)^{Xn, A„). We shall

call such a system a nested system for {X, A) in Y if (Y, A) = f}m(¡M (Ym, Am) and

each neighborhood pair (£/, V) of (Y, A) contains some (Ym, Am).

Let £:#'-*■ if be a contravariant functor. £ is said to be continuous (resp.,

weakly continuous) at (Y, A) in # if for any inverse (resp., nested) system {(Ym, Am),

fn.m} whose limit is (Y, A) the canonical map p.: Dir Lim £(Ym, Am) -*■ F{X, A)

is bijective. If £ is continuous (resp., weakly continuous) at every (Y, A)e<€ then

we shall simply say £is continuous (resp., weakly continuous) in <#.
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4.2. Recall that Ç&c, Cf,) denotes the Cech extension category where the objects

of 1ßc (respectively, Cf,) are compact Hausdorff (respectively, finitely triangulable)

pairs.

Theorem 4. Let F:%',-> Sf be a contravariant functor satisfying the homotopy

axiom. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) F is continuous in ^c.

(2) F is weakly continuous in ^c.

(3) The natural transformation 0: F'-* F is an equivalence on ^c where F is the

Cech extension of F\Cf,.

We first state two well-known results which can be used in the proof.

4.3. Lemma. For any compact Hausdorff pair (X, A), there exists a nested system

in some compact Hausdorff space Y such that eachpair of the system has the homotopy

type of a finitely triangulable pair.

4.4. Lemma. For each inverse system {(Xn, An),fn<m} of compact Hausdorff pairs

the inverse limit (X, A) can be imbedded in a space Y in which it is the limit of a

nested system of compact Hausdorff pairs {(XÚ, A'n)}, with the same indexing set, and

where each (Xñ, A'n) has the same homotopy type as (Xn, An).

For a proof of 4.3 see [13, p. 319] or [7, pp. 284-285]. For 4.4 see [13, p. 358,

C-l] or [7, pp. 293-294, Al-3].

For the proof of the theorem it is clear that (1) => (2). By Theorem 5, which will

be proved independently, F is also weakly continuous and hence (2) => (3) is an

easy consequence of 4.3. By an exact analogue to the proof of continuity for

ordinary Cech cohomology theory as given in [7, Chapter X, §3], we can prove

that F is continuous with respect to inverse systems of compact Hausdorff pairs,

and hence (3) => (1).

Another proof, avoiding the explicit proof of continuity for F, easily follows

from the fact that (1) and (2) are equivalent by virtue of (4.3) and (4.4). Then

apply Theorem 5 to obtain the equivalence of (2) and (3).

4.5. Remark. The example of 3.1 is continuous since 0 is an equivalence but

(Rn, Rn — {0}) does not have the homotopy type of a triangulable pair. On the other

hand, if F restricted to cf, is equivalent to a functor representable by some pair

(¿, ¿') not necessarily in #c then f is representable on <£c by a triangulable pair

(K, L) for which there is a singular homotopy equivalence (K,L)-+(E, £'). On

the other hand, there exists group-valued functors on ^c, weakly continuous,

satisfying the homotopy axiom, and yet their restriction to Cf, is not representable by

any topological pair. As an example, we may take F(X, A) = H2(X, A ; Z)/torsion

subgroup of H2(X, A ; Z), (X, A)e<€c.

4.6. Let (#, Cf) be a Cech extension category where the objects of 1£ are para-

compact Hausdorff closed pairs as in 2.1, and let F: Cf ->- y be a contravariant

functor.
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Theorem. 5. / is weakly continuous in <€.

Proof. Let \\Xm, Am), i„,m}m<=M be a nested system for (Y, A) in some fixed space

Y (not necessarily in #). We wish to show the map

p.: Dir LhnPiXm,Am)-+PiX, A)

is bijective.

We shall first prove

4.7. Lemma. Given any barycentric map <pa : (Y, A) -*■ {Xa, Aa), there exists a

map f: (Yn, An) -*■ (Ya, Aa)for some index n such thatf\iX, A)z<pa-

Proof. Let (F„, V„) be the indexing pair of a. For each veVa (resp., V„),

choose an open subset v' of F with v' n X=v, let t/(resp., W) be their union for

all veVa (resp., F„), and let a be the resulting covering of (Y, A) in Y. By assump-

tion, there is an index m such that (Ym, Am)^iU, W). Let a"=«'|(Ym, Am), and let

<P„- : {Xm, Am) -> iXma~, Ama.) be a barycentric map which exists by assumptions

on the (Ym, Am). Note that çv|(Y, A) maps (Y, A) into (Ya, Aa) where (Ya, yia) is

regarded as a subcomplex pair of (Yma-, Ama~). Furthermore, q>a-\iX, A)z<pa- Take

the (open) regular neighborhood pair (P, Q) of (Ya, Aa) in the first barycentric

subdivisions of iXma~, Ama.), and let r: (P, g) -*■ (Ya, /i„) be the canonical re-

traction map. Choose an index n>m such that (<pa.(Yn), <pa~{An))^{P, Q). Then

r ° i<pa~\iXn, An)) is the desired map/ This completes the proof of the lemma.

We now prove that p. is surjective. Suppose a e £(Y, A) is represented by some

aaeF(X„Aa) = P(X„Aa). Then by 2.4, £(<pa)(aa)=a. Choose /: (Yn, An) ->

( Ya, /ij as in 4.7. Then P(f)iaa)e £(^n» ^n) which is mapped onto a by £(/„)

where i„: (Y, A)^iXn, An) is the inclusion map. This proves that p. is surjective.

To prove that p. is injective, we need

4.8. Corollary. IfiE, £') is a triangulable pair then the canonical map

Dir Lim [Xm, Am; E, £'] ■£-> [X, A; E, £']

is bijective.

Proof. That p.' is surjective follows from 2.8 and what has just been proved.

Let/ g: (Ym, Am) -> (£, £') be maps such that/sg on (Y, A). Let n: (Y, A) xI

-*■ (£, £') be a homotopy with n0=/and A^g. Define a map

H: iXm, Am)x{0} v(X,A)xIv (Ym, ̂ Jx{1}-+ (£, £')

by /x{0}u/iugx{l}. Observe that {(Ym, Am)x{0} u (Yn, ^ln)x/u (Ym, ^m)

x {l}}n>m is a nested system for the domain of H in yx /. Now apply the fact that

p.' is surjective for any nested system, and get a map H: (Yn, An) x /-> (£, £') for

some n>m which is homotopic to H if restricted to iXn, An) x {0} \J iX, A) x I

u (Y„, An)x{l}. On Xn,f=H0^H0^H1^H1=g. This proves that // is injective.
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Continuation of Proof of Theorem 5. To prove that p. is injective, let am, bm

e F(Xm, Am) such that F(im)(am) = P(im)(bm) = ce F(X, A) where im : (X, A) c (Xm, Am)

denotes the inclusion map. We wish to show F(im¡n)(am) = F(im¡n)(bm) e F(Xn, An)

for some n>m.

There is an a e Cov-*' (Xm, Am) such that both am and bm are represented by some

ama and bma in F(Xrna,Ama). By 2.4, F(<pa)(ama) = an and F(<pa)(bma)=bm where

<pa: (Xm, Am) -> (A^, Ama) is a barycentric map. Let a' = a|(Ar, /4). Then we have

the commutative diagram

F(Xm,Am)^^P(X,A)
A

^(9V) ^W)

r(Xma, Ama) -&—   -*■ r \Xa', Aa-).
F(lma)

Let aa. = F(ima)(a„a) and ba. = F(ima)(bma). Then ¿0pa0(ao0 = c=^(9v)(M- Hence

by definition of F(X, A), there is ß e Covjr (X, A) such that jS > a' and F(na.ß)(aa>)

= F(^ß)(ba-).

By 4.7, there is a map /: (Xm., Am.) -*■ (Xa-, Aa) for some m'>m such that

f° im'=<Pu'- We may assume m = m'. By doing the same to ß, we get a mapg: (A'n, ̂ n)

-*■ (XB, Ae) for some n>m such that g o in^<pß. Consider the diagram

(Xm, Am) <-■— (xn, An)

f (X, A) g

(Xa., Aa.) «——-(Xe, Ae)
"aß

Since/o im~<ptt.^ira,g oga jn, by 4.8, there is p>n such that wa.e o g~/on A",,, or

*V/i ° g o in,p=f° i%,,- Hence

F(im,p)(am) = Him.p)F(f)(aa') = F(f° '»,f)W

= ^K'i ° g ° i'n.pXfl«') = Ag ° »n.p^K'iX««')-

Similarly, F(im¡p)(bm) = F(g ° in,p)F(tTa.g)(b^), but 0 was taken so that F(Tra,e)(aa.)

= F(tra.e)(ba') and hence F(im¡p)(am) = F(im¡p)(bm). This completes the proof of

Theorem 5.

4.9. Corollary. Le/ (A", ̂ 4) ¿>e a closed pair in a metric space Y (or more generally

a space Y whose open subspaces are paracompact) and let {(Xm, Am)}meM be a nested

system for (X, A) in Y. Then

Dir Lim H^X^ Am; G) « Hl(X, A; G)

where G is an abelian group and H{( ; G) is the ordinary Cech cohomology functor

(cf. Godement [8,11,4.11.1]).
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Note that Y is not assumed to be a closed subspace of Y.

4.10. Let X be the category of locally finite, countable, finite dimensional

triangulable spaces and continuous maps and let <S be the category of spaces which

are finite dimensional separable metric spaces and maps. Then, (#, X) is a Cech

extension category. Let £: #' -*■ SP be a contravariant functor satisfying the

homotopy axiom, and let £: ^ -* SP be the Cech extension of £|X.

Corollary. 0: £-> Fis an equivalence if and only if F is weakly continuous in c€.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5 and the well-known fact that any finite

dimensional separable metric space X can be imbedded in an euclidean space Y

so that the space Y is the intersection of a nested system consisting of open

triangulable neighborhoods of Y in Y.

4.11. Remark (on bundle theory). Let G be a topological group such that a

classifying space BG for principal G-bundles over paracompact Hausdorff spaces

has the homotopy type of a CIP-complex. Let Y be an arbitrary paracompact

subspace of a Hausdorff space Y and let {Um}meM be a nested system of para-

compact subspaces of Y for Y. If £ is a principal G-bundle on Y then there exists a

principal G-bundle £' on some Um such that f'| Y is equivalent to £.

Furthermore, if £j and f2 are principal G-bundles over Um so that f 11X and

Ç2\X are equivalent, then £i\Un and î2\Un are already equivalent for some n>m.

5. Miscellaneous remarks.

5.1. There are other basic properties of the classical Cech cohomology theory.

For example, the excision axiom and the exactness axiom. Since the latter is

concerned with more than one functor, we do not consider it specifically here.

However, suitably defined generalized Cech cohomology theory will satisfy this

axiom, and in fact, the proof given by Eilenberg and Steenrod is valid for the

generalized theory.

5.2. Let £be a contravariant functor with values in £f and defined on a category

of topological pairs and continuous maps. We recall the

Excision Axiom. If (Y, A)e<€ and U is an open subset of Y with the

closure of U contained within the interior of A, then the map £(i): FiX, A)-*-

£(Y— U, A — U) is bijective where i: (Y— U, A — C/)<=(Y, A) is the inclusion map.

Some contravariant functors occurring in practice actually satisfy a stronger

version of this axiom :

Strong Excision Axiom. If (Y, A)e<€ then the map Fiq): FiX/A, A/A)-*

FiX, A) is bijective where q: (Y, A) -*■ iX/A, A/A) is the quotient map.

Now let (#, X) be an abstract Cech extension category as defined in §1, and let

£: X -*■ y be a contravariant functor satisfying the homotopy axiom, and

£: tf -* Sf its Cech extension.

Remark. If £ satisfies the excision axiom on X then £ satisfies the strong

excision axiom provided that X satisfies (AT, L) e X => {K/L, L/L) e X.
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This is an easy consequence of the homotopy and excision axioms and is left to

the reader.

Theorem 6. If F satisfies the excision axiom on Cf then so does P on <€. If F is

homotopy representable by a topological pair (E, E') with ¿' consisting of a single

point then F satisfies the strong excision axiom.

The first assertion can be proved by following the proof for the corresponding

theorem as given by Eilenberg-Steenrod [7, p. 243], and by making necessary

modifications.

In order to prove the second assertion observe that the natural identification

map r¡ : (X, A) -*• (X/A, A/A) induces a continuous one-to-one onto map,

r,* : (E, ptJxiA.AiM _> ,Et ptyx. ¿>.

Because the unit interval / is compact, the natural map -nxl;(X,A)xI-+

(X/A xl, A/Ax I) is a quotient map. (This is a theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead

and can be found in Dugundji's book, Topology, p. 262.) Thus, (r¡ x 1)* is also

continuous, one-to-one onto, and induces a bijection of [X/A, A/A; E,pt] onto

[X, A; E,pt]. Now apply Theorem 3.

5.3. Let (#, Cf) be a Cech extension category, and let Cf* (respectively, ^*) be

the full subcategory of cf (respectively, #) of the based spaces, that is, the pairs

(A", A) where A is a single point. We may define ¿* on tf* using ¿* so that all our

theorems are valid for ¿*. In order to do this, we make an added requirement that

if (K, L)ecf then (K/L, L/L) e Cf, and define ¿ over Cf by F(K, L)=F*(K/L, L/L),

where ¿* satisfies the homotopy axiom on cf+.

Since homotopies between closed pairs of ^ induce homotopies between the

corresponding pairs of ^» by the same result of J. H. C. Whitehead referred to in

5.2, F satisfies the homotopy axiom on Cf. By the Cech method, define F on <€,

and let ¿* be the restriction Pfä*. Now one can reformulate, in terms of based

spaces, all our theorems and corollaries for Fn and ¿V The essential idea of

validating this reformulation is to use the theorems for pairs as already given here

and to apply the Whitehead result to the pertinent quotient spaces. We leave these

obvious reformulations and details to the reader.

Appendix 1. The Maximal and Minimal Extensions.

Let # be an abstract category and Cf a full subcategory of <£. Denote by Sf the

category of sets and set maps. Let F0 : Cf -*■ Sf be a functor which may be covariant

or contravariant. We define the category of extensions of¿0, (Sf*, ¿0) by notation,

to be the category of functors ¿: #' -> Sf with the same variance as ¿0 whose

restrictions to cf is identical with ¿0. The morphisms in this category are defined

to be all natural transformations between such functors whose restriction on Cf are

the identity transformations. An initial (respectively, terminal) object in (Sf*, F0) is

called a maximal (respectively, minimal) extension of ¿0. (See Saunders Mac Lane,
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Categorical algebra, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 71 (1965), p. 42, for the standard

definitions of initial and terminal objects.) Clearly such objects are unique up to an

equivalence.

A. 1.1. Remark. Let ($?, X) be a Cech extension category where the objects of ^

are paracompact Hausdorff closed pairs, and let £0 : X -+ Sf be a contravariant

(respectively, covariant) functor satisfying the homotopy axiom. Then £0 is a

maximal (respectively, minimal) extension of £0 satisfying the homotopy axiom.

To be more precise, the definitions of £0 should be slightly modified so that £0

restricted to X is strictly identical with £0. Now the conclusion follows from 2.4

(its analogue in the covariant case), and by passing to the category with the same

objects as <£ but with the homotopy classes of maps instead of continuous maps

between the topological pairs of c€.

A.1.2. Consider i<¡fu Xx) (see §1). Let £0: Xx -*■ if be a functor satisfying the

homotopy axiom. We shall define the singular extension £¿ : ^ -*■ Sf of £0. First we

need to recall the geometric realization RSiX, A) = i\SX\, \SA\) (as defined by

Giever-Hu) of the singular complex over any topological pair (Y, A). In fact,

RS: &! -*■ Xx is a covariant functor preserving the homotopy relation, and there

is the natural transformation /: RS^- \<ex where 1«^ is the identity functor of ^y

into itself. Now define £ô=£0 ° RS the composite functor. Then £ô satisfies the

homotopy axiom and Fl\X is naturally equivalent to £0. Again by a slight

modification, we can identify Fl\X with £0 so that £¿ is an extension in the strict

sense.

Remark. If F0:X1^-y is a covariant (respectively, contravariant) functor

satisfying the homotopy axiom then £¿ : ^ -*• Sf is the maximal (minimal)

extension of £0 satisfying the homotopy axiom.

The proof is not difficult and left to the reader.

A.1.3. We now describe another useful topological example of maximal and

minimal extensions. Let (#, X) be iXu Xf) and £0: Xf -» Sf be a functor which

satisfies the homotopy axiom. For each (Y, A) e Xu the family of finitely triang-

ulable pairs {(Ya, Aa); iag} forms a directed system of sets. It is directed by inclu-

sion maps. If £0 is covariant (respectively, contravariant) then

Dir Lim {F0iXa, Aa); £0(/aÄ)} (respectively, Inv Lim {F0iXa, Aa); F0iiaß)})

defines the maximal covariant (respectively, minimal contravariant) extension of £0

among the extensions which satisfy the homotopy axiom. This corresponds to

homology (respectively, cohomology) with compact carriers [7, p. 255]. Similar

examples can be described using X=Xfd and <€=XX, or X=<€Q and #=category

of Hausdorff pairs.

A. 1.4. Let £, £ e {SP*, £0), where £ is a maximal (respectively, minimal)

extension of £0. Suppose that 0 is the unique natural transformation 0: £i -> £

(respectively, 0: £-> £) and that there exists a natural transformation <p: F-*- £j

(respectively, ip:F1-*F) with >(i the identity on X. Then, ^0=1 (respectively,
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0^=1). This fact is an immediate consequence of the definition of initial and

terminal objects. We use it now in proving an abstract form of a weak version of

Theorem 2.

Proposition. Let F, F1 e (Sf*, ¿0), where ¿i is a maximal extension of F0, and

F is homotopy representable by an object E in <€. IfEis dominated by an object ¿' in

Cf, (that is, if there exist morphismsf: E-> ¿', g: ¿' -» ¿, such that F(g of)=F(l)),

then 0, the unique natural transformation between F and Fu is bijective.

Proof. Define e e F^E) by F(g)0¡^F(f)(l), in the covariant case, and

Fi(f)0B'1F(g)(l), in the contravariant case. As in 2.5, define the natural trans-

formation </i" : F-> ¿i such that 0>/>e=l. We check this in the covariant case : 0x</>ex(h) =

0xF1(h)(e) = F(h)0E(e) = F(h)0E(F1(g)0^F(f)(l))=F(h)F(g °/)(l)=«, for heF(X),

and A" e (ë. The contravariant case is similar.

Since 0 restricted to Cf is the identity, it follows, from above, that <f/e is also the

identity on Cf. Therefore, $0=1, and consequently, 0 is an equivalence. This

completes the proof.

We give a topological application which is the analogue of Theorem 2 for the

singular extension. It is useful to restrict ourselves to functors and extensions which

satisfy the homotopy axiom.

Corollary 1. Let ($>u Cfx) be as in §1, and F0 a covariant set-valued functor

from Cf-L which satisfies the homotopy axiom. Suppose there exists Fe(Sf*i, ¿0),

which is homotopy representable by a pair (E, E'). Then, 0: ¿Ô -> F1 is an equivalence

if and only if(E, E') has the homotopy type of a triangulable pair.

Proof. By A.1.2 ¿ô can be regarded as a maximal extension of ¿0. If (¿, ¿') has

the homotopy type of a triangulable pair then the proposition implies that 0 is an

equivalence. On the other hand, if 0 is an equivalence, it is easy to see that (£, £')

has the homotopy type of a triangulable pair, because the map e = 0{E]E~)(l): (E, £')

->(|5£|, \SE'\), and the realization map (|5£|, \SE'\)-+(E, £') define a domi-

nance of (¿, ¿') by (|S£|, \SE'\).

Corollary 2. Let (E, E') be a triangulable pair and {(Ea, E'a)} the family of

finitely triangulable subpairs of(E, E'). Then the natural map

Dir Lima [E, E'; Ea, Ea] -+ [E, £'; £, £']

is bijective if and only //(£, £') is dominated by a finitely triangulable pair.

Proof. Set ¿0 = [¿, E'; ] on K,. Extend to ¿0m on Cfx by defining F$(X, A)

= DirLima [E, E', Xa, Aa] for each (X,A)eCfu where {(Xa, Aa)} denotes the

family of triangulable subpairs of (X, A). ¿Ô1 is a maximal extension of ¿0 which

satisfies the homotopy axiom, (A.1.3). The functor ¿=[¿, ¿'; ] defined on cfx is

also an extension of ¿0 which satisfies the homotopy axiom. By the proposition, if

(¿, ¿') is dominated by a finitely triangulable pair, then 0: ¿S1 -> ¿is bijective. On
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the other hand, if 0E,E-: £" -*" £ is bijective, then there exists e e £"(£, £') such

that 0E,E-ie) is the homotopy class represented by 1B,B<: (£, £') -> (£, £'). Since

£ô" has compact carriers, there exists (£,, £a) e X, and maps ea: (£, £') -> (£,, £a)

such that /„ o ea: (p, £')-*-(£,, £a) ^ (£, £') represents e. That is 4»e„ is

homotopic to the identity.

We point out that we have shown considerably more than we have stated in

Corollary 2. Similar statements can be made with different directed systems such

as those mentioned at the end of A. 1.3.

A.1.5. At the end of §1 we defined two covariant functors

Cech: yx+*9**: Res

where i&, X) is a Cech extension category. It follows from 2.2 that Res ° Cech £

may be identified with £for each functor in Sfx'. Assume further that the objects of

^ are paracompact closed pairs so that 0F: Cech o Res £-> £ is well defined for

functors £ in SP*. Let £ and G be functors in S?x and &"* respectively. For each

natural transformation 17: Cech £->- G define Rß\): Res Cech £=£-► Res G by

restriction, and for each natural transformation £: £->• Res G define C(£) to be

the composition of Cech £ Cech> Cech Res G Í£> G. It follows from 2.2 and 2.4

that CRÍT])~-r] and RC{Ç) = Ç. This yields a natural equivalence between

Morph^«" (Cech £, G) -*■ Morphyjr (£, Res G).

In other words, the Cech extension functor Cech is the adjoint of the restriction

functor Res in the usual sense (generalized to larger categories than "legitimate"

ones. The categories S^ and Sfx will be legitimate if we demand X and # to be

small categories).

We leave it to the reader to formulate a similar statement for the singular

extension functor defined on a category of covariant functors to the effect that the

singular extension functor is the adjoint of the corresponding restriction functor Res.

Dually, for the appropriate extension categories, one can deduce that the Cech

extension functor, for covariant functors, and the singular extension functor, for

contravariant functors, are coadjoints of the restriction functor Res.

Appendix 2.   The Dominance Extension Category.

Let *€ be an abstract category. An object Y is said to be dominated by an object

F if there is a sequence: Y_I> Y-i-> X with gf= lx. Let #0 be a full subcategory of

#, and let 3t=S>Çë0) be the full subcategory of # whose objects are dominated by

objects of ^0.

Theorem. If F: #0 -*■ & Is a contravariant functor there exists a unique extension

iup to an equivalence) to a contravariant functor: 3)-*-9'.IfF' and F" are contra-

variant functors: Si -* y then any natural transformation: £'|#0 -* £"|^o admits a

unique extension to a natural transformation: £'->£". In particular, if F'fâo

-*■ F"\%0 is an equivalence, then the extension is an equivalence.
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Remark. For topological applications, one needs to consider categories in

which objects are topological pairs as before (or more generally «-ads, «èl) but

morphisms are homotopy classes of maps instead of just continuous maps between

the objects.

As an illustration of a topological application consider F:Cff-*-Sf defined as

in §1 and satisfying the homotopy axiom. Then there exists a uniquely defined

(up to equivalence) extension of F to all spaces dominated by finitely triangulable

pairs, and homotopy classes of maps. For example, the functor F automatically

extends to compact ANR's since they are dominated by finitely triangulable pairs.

Another illustration is that if ({€, Cf) is a Cech extension category then all

extensions of ¿: Cf -*■ Sf to 3(Cf) are equivalent to F on 3(Cf)\(3(Cf) n if).

For example, the classical axioms for ordinary cohomology on finitely triangulable

pairs constitute a uniqueness category. This uniqueness category is known to be

extendable to the category of spaces having the homotopy type of finite CW-paixs.

The dominance category, on the other hand, is strictly larger than this category

and is a uniqueness category.

Proof of the Theorem. Let 3 be the category in which the objects are sequences

XU YJi+X with YeV0 andg/=lx, and ifS=(X-+ ■ ■ ■) and S' = (X' -*■ ■ ■)

are such sequences then the morphisms S->S' are precisely those: A"-»- A". In

what follows, it is often convenient to look at the commutative diagram

/ g
S: X-^—^Y-^-^X

hx

5":       X' -i—*■ T -Z—► X'

where r(h) =f'hxg. In fact, if we let r(S)= y then we get a covariant functor r: 3

-*■ Wo so that F° r: 3 -+ Sf is a contravariant functor.

Define a new contravariant functor F: Si -*■ Sf by: if Se 3 then ¿(S) = Image

F(fg)<=F(Y), and if h: S-> S' is in 3 then F(h) = (Fr)(h) restricted to the subset

¿OS") of F(Y'). We need first show F(h)(F(S'))<=F(S). Observe F(fg)Fr(h)

= Fr(h) = Fr(h)F(f'g'). Let me Image F(f'g'), that is, u = F(f'g')(v) for some ve

F(Y'). Applying Fr(h), we get Fr(h)(u) = Fr(h)F(f'g')(v) = Fr(h)(v) = F(fg)(Fr)(h)(v)

e Image F(fg) = F(S). It is now clear that we get the contravariant functor

F: 3 ->Sf. In particular, if « is a morphism in 3 which is invertible then so is F(h)

and F(h) is a bijection. It follows that for each object X in 3, the system ¡F(X)

= {F(S), F(h)} where the first object of the sequence S is X and hx = 1 x is a transitive

system. (See [7, p. 17] for definition of transitive system.) Let ¿'(A") equal the

transitive limit of 3f~(X). If k: X-> X' is a morphism in 3 then by considering all

h: S-+ S' in à with hx=k, we get the canonical map &~(k): ̂ (X')-^^(X) of

the transitive system. This then induces a map: F'(k): F'(X') -> F'(X). The

functoriality of ¿'  is easy to check, and we get the contravariant functor

> '    st

r(h)
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F'-.&^SP. If Y is an object eV0 then S'x=(Yi£> Xï*+ X) is an objecte^

and FiSx)=FiX). Hence £'|^0 is naturally equivalent to F. This gives us the

existence of an extension of £ Since the uniqueness of an extension follows from

the second half of the theorem, it suffices to prove the second half.

For any object Xe3i, choose a sequence S=iXJ-> Y-L> X)e3>, and define

r¡'x : F'iX) -> F"{X) by r¡'x=F"ifyr)YF'ig) where i? is a given natural transformation :

£'1^0 -*■ £"|^o. We leave it to the reader to verify that t)X does not depend on the

choice of such sequence S and that -q' is natural with respect to the morphisms in B,

and it is the only possible extension of r¡. This completes the proof.

We remark finally that the assumption of contravariance is only an assumption

for definiteness. The corresponding results of this Appendix are valid for covariant

functors(4).
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(4) We learned from the referee that the range category does not have to be the set

category ¿P; it suffices that {\,p) has a difference kernel for every idempotent morphismp.


